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slightly veiled concentration suggested an habitual though
quite unconscious struggle to see,—with that clearness
which the rnind behind demanded of them. The com-
plexion was a elear brunette, the cheeks rosy; the nose
was slightly tilted, the mouth fresh and beautiful
though large ; and the face of a lovely oval Altogether,
an aspect of rich and glowing youth : no perfect beauty;
bnf} something arresting, ardent,—charged, perhaps over-
charged, with personality. Mrs. Colwood said to her^lf
that life at Beechcote would be no stagnant pool.
While they lingered in the drawing-room before
church, she kept Diana talking. It seemed thafe Miss
Mallory had seen Egypt, India and Canada, in the course
of her last two years of life with her father* Their
travels had spread over more than a year; and Diana
had brought Mr. Mallory back to the Biviera, only,
it appeared, to die, after some eight months of illness.
But in securing to her that year of travel, her father
had bestowed his last and best gift upon her. Aided
by his affection, and stimulated by his knowledge,
her mind and character had rapidly developed. And,
as through a natural outlet, all her starved devotion for
the England she had never known, had spent itself
upon the Englands she found beyond the seas; upon
the hard-worked soldiers and civilians in lonely Indian
stations^ upon the captains of English, ships, upon
the pioneers of Canadian fields and railways; upon Eng-
land, in fact, as the arbiter of oriental faiths—the wrettler
with the desert,—the mother and maker of new states.
A passion for the work of her race beyond these narrow
seas,—a passion of sympathy, which was also a passion
of antagonism, since every phase of that work, according
to Miss Mallory, had been dogged by the hate and calumny
of base minds,—expressed itself throngfe her charming
mouth, with a quite astonishing fluency. Mrs, Coiwood's

